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(DIGITAL) SPEED PAINTING
AND STUDIES



I liked the idea of having a woman swordsman on the run, totally out of energy, but 
hasn’t lost the will to fight. I never got a round to putting the rest of the figures in the 
background that would have been chasing her.

DIGITAL SPEED 
PAINTINGS
I was very much trying to 
learn how to paint in a 
digital format. I found the 
best way was to iterate 
quickly and try not to care 
about the outcome.

I think by the end, I was 
starting to make some 
progress that I could be 
proud of.



I had been reading the Demon Cycle Series at this point, and this was a pretty pivotal scene in the book 
where the the main character kills something previously thought unkillable by the rest of humanity. 
Anyway, I didn’t do the scene any justice with this piece.

Just a weird scene with some spiders in a 
forest and a poorly drawn figure. Vaguely 
inspired by spider scenes in Harry Potter.



I was listening to Robert Jordan’s Wheel of time 
at this point. This was supposed to be the scene 
where Rand gets Calendor.

[Above] Sort of inspired by Wheel of Time and 
partially inspired by a game concept I was working 
on

SKYRIG CONCEPT ART
I’ve been working with my friend Ian 
Greenwood (his instagram is @iandroid.ink) 
on a table top game. This was concept art for 
an old crashed ship that eventually became a 
town square in the starting city in the game. I 
have yet to flesh-it-out more than this, given 
we’re still working on the mechanics.

At this time, we were calling the game 
“Broken Sky,” but that name would get it 
confused with a few other products already 
out on the market, so we’ve pivoted to 
the name SkyRig. There is a lot of other art 
associated with this, I  may make a separate 
sketch book with just SkyRig Concept art.

https://www.instagram.com/iandroid.ink/


For a while, I started studying some 
architecture styles to improve my 
ability to paint city scapes and land 
spaces.

Below] The sun Throne... definitely Game 
of Thrones Inspired.



DIGITAL PAINTING



While a success, I still struggled with the lack of ease of creating rock formations, but I got a lot 
from this piece that I could apply in other works moving forward.

ROCKS OF PRAYER
I felt like this was one of my first successes with 
digital painting. I had been watching some process 
videos by Noah Bradley and felt compelled to 
create this.

Mostly concerned with weird rock formations, it 
wasn’t until later I thought it needed a human for 
scale. I think it tells a nice story of some sacred 
ground to which that some may take a sort of 
pilgrimage.

https://noahbradley.com/


REFERENCES FOR ROCKS OF PRAYER

Parts of Noah Bradley’s videos that I screen-capped for inspiration.

Some photos I found in a google search or something.



FIRST (REAL) ATTEMPT AT A ZELDA 
PIECE
I was nervous for so long to attempt a Zelda 
piece. I grew up on these games, so I really 
wanted to do the franchise justice.

I liked some design elements that I gave him. 
I went with an adult link because I can relate 
to that more than a a child link. I also liked 
the idea of him having the Master Sword and 
Demise’s sword (if that even stuck around). 
I was definitely going for a darker link. Link 
finds himself in Hyrule field  in front of a the 
castle town walls. The rock behind him is 
supposed to be from Ocarina of time—the 
kind you would blow up with a bomb.

Honestly, I think my best work in this piece 
was done in the far backhground. There 
is some cool mist and I photo-bashed a 
bit—one of my early attemps at using this 
technique.

All in all, I don’t think this piece was 
successful, it doesn’t have a strong 
composition, and I didn’t use the lighting to 
it’s fullest advantage.



CASTLE ISLAND
I felt pretty confident going into this piece, 
which is usually a good sign, probably because 
I had finished Rocks of Prayer not too long ago 
and I felt really good about that piece. This is 
definitely another Game of Thrones-inspired 
piece.

You can see that it was a pretty straight forward 
process on this one.

At one point, I couldn’t figure out why some 
parts of the castle looks really strange, 
and finally, I realized I had messed up the 
perspective so badly–I was painting it as if it 
was on the opposite side of the horizon line—
oh well, easy fix.

There are lots of things I still want to change 
now, but it’s still a strong piece and people 
seem to really love it.



Where I finally figured out I was 
having a perspective problem.

I still hate these rocks in the 
foreground, but I never came up with 
anything better



OTHER DIGITAL WORKS



ONI MASK PROCESS
I got inspired by some art that I saw a 
co-worker doing [pictured left] on her 
Instagram account—@kelseyanneart—you 
should check out her stuff, it’s super cool.

Anyway, I’m in to samurais and I practice 
kendo, so I wanted to make a samurai 
mask. Here is the process.

by @kelseyanneart

https://www.instagram.com/kelseyanneart/
https://www.instagram.com/kelseyanneart/


SURLY STAR WARS STICKERS
These were mostly, just fun to do. I really enjoyed 
making them, and it all started with a sketch of a 
silly-looking Luke.

Alot of my reservatoins about doing more art 
was based in the fact that I had stopped doing 
art for the most part once I earned my BFA in 
Graphic Design. I was worried about applying my 
rusty skills into something more than what I could 
complete in Illustator.

Eventually, I decided to turn these into stickers 
and sell them at Fan X (The local Comic 
Convention in Salt Lake City). I still have so many 
of these, because of a miscommunication with 
the printer, where i got 5 times as many stickers as 
I intended to order. Mosty, I give these away for 
free now to kids that come to the convention with 
their parents.



OIL PAINTING



REMEMBRANCES AND 
OBSERVATIONS FROM 
BECK STREET
2015 | Oil on Canvas

AFTERNOON THROUGH THE 
DOUBLE ARCH - ARCHES 
NATIONAL PARK, DOUBLE 
ARCH
August 2015 | Oil on Canvas



ABOVE THE LAZY C
August 2015 | Oil on Board

FRONT YARD
2015 | Oil on Board

SHADED BACKYARD
2015 | Oil on board

BONE VIOLINIST
Oil on canvasv

COME DANCE WITH THE DEVIL
Oil on canvas



SPIDER-MAN VS. VENOM
Oil on canvas



SPIDER-MAN VS VENOM PROCESS
Originally, I did some sketches and asked 
my friends on Instagram which composition 
I shouls proceed with. It was mixed, but 
it helped me formulate what I was most 
excited. Overall, I love the pieces where 
venom is winning and Spider-man is in a 
“tight spot.”



SUPERMAN VS 
BATMAN
10x10 | Oil on Canvas

The movie of the same 
name was about to come 
out so I thought  would 
do some paintings on the 
most famous DC heroes.

I actually sold the 
Superman piece at my 
first comic convention. 
I still have the batman 
painting—too bad they 
didn’t get sold as a set..



SKETCHES



This was actually a sketch for a rather large oil 
painting, but it sold, and I didn’t ever take a good 
photo of it before selling it.

Sephiroth remains one of my favorite villans of all 
time. He’s got that classy sort of visciousness that 
I personally can’t get over.

This was supposed to be a 
sketch of someone I saw out 
in public, but I never felt good 
enough to finish the sketch. 
Without a reference the 
anatomy fell part on me and I 
lost enthusiasm.



The following pages are 
from my sketch book(s) 
—and any scraps I could 
find—at the time. There 
are some cross overs 
that show up in my final 
pieces from around this 
time.



I liked this hat.



Some early ideas for fleshing out Asurian 
from SkyRig.





My thinking for pieces to do for SkyRig





Structural anatomy.







Some drawings from pictures I took while 
in Arizona 





thinking about the character design for 
Roan in SkyRig.



CAPTAIN JAMES COMIC





CAPTAIN JAMES COMIC
My brother-in-law (Nick Van Komen) had written a story out about a boy that grows up 
to become an infamous pirate.

If you’re going to pick up the comic, don’t go to the next few pages, there are 
some spoilers, otherwise, charge ahead!

If you’re interested, you can order your copy at www.psychofire.com/store

http://www.psychofire.com/store


THE REST OF THE 
CHARACTERS
I really had no idea what 
I was doing. I didn’t know 
how to differentiate faces 
very well—other than 
using very large features.

I started studying people 
wherever I was, at church, 
work, etc.

CHARACTER SKETCHES
I was super nervous going into the project. I was incredibly unsure I had the skills necessary to build 
this thing, but I went forward, assuming I could learn what I needed or practice along the way. I 
started slow with some character sketches. Clearly, I mean for Pan to be a psychotic from the start.



PAN
I wanted so badly to make Pan cool. No other 
words for it, so I started designing his armor as 
if he had reached Neverland and began to run 
his team of lost boys. This really never became 
anything, but I was excited at the prospect, 
and I kept this in mind during the creation of 
the book.



ROUGHS
It was important to me 
to start with the layout. 
These are my roughs.



FINAL LAYOUT
Sadly, this version of 
the comic never was 
completed. It took way 
too much energy and 
time to complete, and 
it wasn’t working out for 
Nick or myself so we put 
it on ice.



ROUGHS

INKS

WIREFRAMES

COLOR AND TEXT



THE LOGO
I tried out many different typefaces and a 
few different treatments. But I generally 
knew what I had in mind.

Captain James

Captain James
Captain James

CAPTAIN JAMES
Captain James

CAPTAIN JAMES
Captain James

CAPTAIN JAMES
Captain James

Captain James
Captain James
Captain James

Captain James



FINAL RESULT



Thanks for reading!

email me with questions or to say hi at 
psychoroll@outlook.com

instagram: @psycho.fire

website: psychofire.com

mailto:psychoroll%40outlook.com?subject=Replying%20to%20PSKETCHES
http://www.instagram.com/psycho.fire
http://www.psychofire.com 

